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Imagination is more powerful than Knowledge
H. S. Sudhira (Alumnus, CST/MGMT), Shyam
(Student, MGMT) with K.Vasanta (Student, CSA)

Dr. Sam Pitroda, Chairman of the National Knowledge 
Commission (NKC), delivering the keynote address on 
15th December 2008 conveyed to the august gathering 
that Imagination is more powerful than Knowledge. 
Further, he noted that freedom to think is more important 
than spending money. And to achieve this, it required 
launching a new platform, hinting the possibility of a next 
generation of the National Knowledge Commission. 

Addressing a series of issues, he laid emphasis on solving 
problems locally while understanding that the problems are 
systemic which require effective community participation 
for achieving development. He noted that contemporary 
India faced three critical challenges: present economic 
crisis, science in India and knowledge initiatives. Taking 
a dig on the prevalent practices in scientific research that 
the best brains were solving the problems of the rich, he 
further noted that the current system based on US model 
was neither scalable nor sustainable and not workable.

Citing numerous incidents and first hand experiences he 
acknowledged that his ignorance was his asset. Had he 
known everything that he is aware today, perhaps he 
would not have undertaken the mission he successfully 
achieved through C-DOT. Revealing his blind faith for 

young talent in the country, he attributed the success 
in telecom revolution to youth. The whiz kid of the 
telecommunication revolution in India demonstrating 
scientific magnanimity called upon his former colleague 
from C-DOT who was seated amongst a jam-packed 
audience. 

Sharing a brief biographical sketch, he mentioned that 
he is in the current position only by accident. Noting the 
creation of NKC after his second stint in the US, he shared 
the objectives of NKC: access to knowledge, knowledge 
concepts, knowledge creation, knowledge application 
and knowledge services. Stressing that the need of the 
hour on building new institutions, he called upon to bring 
the ideals of Mahatma Gandhi back to science. These 
institutions require a sense to society, love for people and 
concern for the poor. Among other key observations he 
made was that World Bank has no relevance today. 

Concluding the talk, he noted that he would suggest ten 
points, wherein only six of them could be shared due to 
the paucity of time. Among these, he stressed the need 
for increasing the spending in the sciences, focusing on 
big ideas, taking science to people, retaining the genetic 
diversity and unleashing the power of ICT for carrying 
out multi-disciplinary research-fostering collaboration. All 
of these would require young talent which the country 
harbored in tremendous amount, only to be harnessed.  
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Madhurima Das, Editor-in-Chief

The pages witnessed creases,
The schedules in priority, nothing ceases.
They toiled the hours of the dark,
Fatigue and impatience never to embark.
They brainstormed, they planned, they executed.

The Student Council Office was home to thee,
The walls witnessed a myriad of emotions in sea.
Unearthly hour meetings were the order of the day;
Haldiram samosa and chai was the Chairman’s prescribed 
way.

In perspiration, we witnessed a new inspiration.
In this fervor, we discovered talents with no ration.
The curtains did rise and it dawns to a close.
Voices Ode to the Volunteers with pride arose!

Voices Ode

I Love My Red T-shirt
Vasanta K. (Student, CSA)

Danger... Boss public... Oh red shirt! Please go in... 
The comments on my red shirt were never ending. 
But at the end of the day, I am totally in love with 
my red t-shirt. It was an overwhelming experience to 
be a part of red t-shirt gang, taking responsibility. It 
was a day full of activity in the otherwise slow life at 
IISc. Thanks to all the people who recognized me by 
RED and made me feel like a Very Important Person .

I want to paint the town 
yellow

Madhurima Das (Studient, MGMT)

I want to paint the town yellow,
In hues that’s both bright and mellow.

All things beautiful are yellow in colour.
This is no frivolous assumption,
Just a focused observation.

The rays of the sun breaking the path of the clouds...
The sunflowers swaying in the wind...
The mustard fields my eyes bound...
The colour of friendship in my mind...
The road milestones that i found...
The top of an auto in the traffic signal i find...
The old taxis that from top look round...
The colour of turmeric on the new brides’ cheeks...

It is a colour of happiness, of hope, of aspirations, 
of dreams, of expectations, of existance and pure 

motivation...
Yes, I want to paint the town yellow!

Divisional Workshops
Arun R. (Student, CSA), Eshwaran Vijaya Kumar (PA, 
AERO), Madhusudan Hulgi (Student, CHEMENG), Mukta 
Deobagkar (Student, BIOCHEM), Shuropriya Saha 
(Student, PHY), Smrithi Murthy (Student, MRDG), 
Swati (PA, MRC), Umesh Vijayshankar (Student, PHY), 
Vinay Shirhatti (Student, CEDT), Vishal Dixit (Student, 
MECHENG)

The Electrical Sciences workshop took place at the J 
N Tata Auditorium in the afternoon today. Charismatic 
speakers charmed the audience with their sense of 
humour and impressive presentations. Various topics 
encompassing the entire gamut of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering from algorithms for multicore 
architectures, signal compression to power system 
analysis. The workshop culminated with advice from 
the panelists as to how IISc should prepare itself for the 
challenges of the next century.
The Biological Sciences workshop covered a number of 
recent trends in biology and had a total of seven talks 
delivered by an interesting mix of scientists from both 
industry and research organizations. The areas covered 
were the application of crystallography and structural 
biology for drug discovery, use of mouse models in 
tuberculosis treatment and the search for novel drugs, 
role of nutrition in health, ageing, and the effect of 
environment as against genetic predisposition in disease 
progression, lactogenic hormones and their role in 
dairy industry, novel drug discovery methodologies and 
targets, redesign strategies for known therapeutics, 
insect behavioral biology with special emphasis on wasp 
colony composition and a few memories of Dr. G.N. 
Ramachandran. In summary, it was a fascinating insight 
into the interplay of various biological systems and their 
interdependence on each other.
The Physical and Mathematical Sciences workshop 
kicked off today with an illuminating talk by Prof. 
Ashoke Sen from HRI, a world leader in string theory. 
The talk explained in simple terms rather deep concepts 
like black holes, string theory and the explanation of 
the black hole entropy from string theory. Later, in his 
brilliant talk, Prof. G. Baskaran revived the old resonance 
valence bond ideas of Pauling and showed that they can 
be used to predict this novel phenomenon. The next talk 
focused on technology away from rocket engineering 
and in the short time, a clear glimpse of the vast field 
was given. It was a very inspiring and motivating talk 
by another alumnus, on his 78 birthday! The last talk 
of the day was by Prof. K. B. Sinha, on scattering phase 
shifts and K-theory. In a racy but precise fashion, he 
outlined many concepts using theorems. Albeit the talk 
was exceedingly technical and more difficult to grasp, 
it definitely managed to give a flavor of the depth and 
abstraction of various math topics. 
For complete story go to: http://www.iisc.ernet.in/
voices
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Where is the crowd?
A sight that Voices Team came across during the later half of the day.

When you wish upon a star, 
makes no difference who you 

are
Shyam (Student, MGMT)

While delivering the IISc vision 2030 inaugural speech, 
Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam shared with the audience of two 
great minds having unique traits.

Birth of Creativity in a difficult situation
Mario Capecchi’s is a story of a boy who had to fight 
against all odds to win the Nobel Prize in Medicine. 
When World War II broke out, Capecchi, got separated 
from his mother, almost died of malnutrition, and had 
to lead a life of a street urchin. He finally got re-united 
with his mother after six years, and sailed with her to 
the US within weeks. He started his education afresh 
and later his research work potentially provided cure 
for Alzheimer’s disease and even cancer. Stating this 
inspirational story, the former President exclaimed 
“When you wish upon a star, makes no difference who 
you are”.

Scientific Magnanimity
Dr. Kalam was conferring the 2005 M.S. Swaminathan 
award to Nobel Prize winning agricultural scientist Prof. 
Norman E Borlaug. Prof. Borlaug, while speaking, turned 
to the third, fifth and eighth rows in the audience and 
identified Dr. Raja Ram, Dr S.K.Vasal and Dr. B.R.Barwale 
respectively. He introduced them to the audience as the 
pioneers of the nation’s agricultural science, made them 
stand and ensured that they are applauded. Dr. Kalam 
called this as scientific magnanimity which is essential 
for motivating the scientific community and nurturing 
team spirit.

Climate Change Challenges: 
Time for Action

Vinay Shirhatti (Student, CEDT)

The panel discussion held on Climate change: An Indian 
Perspective was chaired by Prof. J Srinivasan. The 
discussion mainly discussed the role of India in climate 
change and its bearings on India. 

Ms. Sunita Narain felt climate change was a political 
and an economical challenge confronting us. Economic 
growth, sharing this growth between nations and co-
operation are the factors dictating the course of climate 
change. She accused the world to be high on rhetoric 
and low on action and urged that it was high time that 
we dumped the kindergarten approach and start taking 
measures to control CO2 emission on a collective basis.  
The next talk by Prof. Dilip Ahuja presented a detailed 
comparison of international responses with regards to 
climate change and stratospheric ozone depletion. Then 
Prof. Madhav Gadgil stressed, in his talk, the necessity 
for an integrated and a holistic approach to tackle 
environmental issues. With the help of a few case studies 
he further supported his argument. He expressed, 
“Coming together of science and its application in the 
grassroots is very critical and institutes like IISc have 
an important role to play in this regard.” Prof. Upmanu 
Lall called attention towards depleting resources and 
discussed steps to overcome this. He expressed his 
concern over the resource scarcity, especially water 
related, problems in India and asked for innovation and 
investment to address these. Prof. Anand Patwardhan 
pointed out that an understanding of science, proper 
communication, understanding the limitations of 
technology and creating human resources would hold 
the key to the future. 
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Abraham P. Kurien (Student, MGMT), Madhurima Das 
(Student, MGMT)

The sacred and the sensuous,
Was in epitome, virtuous and meticulous.
The anklets created a rhythm of life,
The music soothed the heart in strife.
The danseuse was a silhouette in dream!

Her hands moved in the space around her in a fluid 
fashion. Rhythm created by her footsteps that were 
firm yet gentle. Expressions on her face conveying the 
message of her performance to the discerning observer 
of human behaviour.

It was an uncommon medium, a message timeless 
and powerful. The simplest of human emotions and 
feelings expressed in a form that takes a lifetime of 
diligent practice. The contrast itself was not so obvious 
to all around. Her subject was all too common, her 
performance seemingly within the realm of human 
possibility.

This is the beauty of dance as an art form. The viewer 
sees life reflected back and the understanding is so 
simple yet profound.

Is life and its experience so common that another can 
express it so well? Or is there a common thread that 
binds us all, one that she has touched and one that we 
are searching for, or even worse blind to?

... Silhouette in Dream 
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Saving resources for the 
future

Mukta Deobagkar (Student, BIOCHEM), Smrithi 
Murthy (Student, MRDG)

Prof. Arcot Ramachandran (Chairman, The Energy and 
Resources Institute) gave a keynote talk at the J N Tata 
Auditorium and explained the issues, challenges and 
options encompassing Sustainable Development. 

Modern and traditional scientific knowledge, he 
said, could offer plausible solutions in this direction. 
Since, depleting fossil fuels is a major concern, the 
energy system requires to be changed; for instance, 
by increasing the contribution of renewable sources. 
Possibilities lie in nuclear fission/fusion, wind power, 
ethanol, solar energy, hydrogen based fuel cells. Large 
scale coal research is needed, which, sadly is absent in 
the country. 

Water is required for survival and energy is required 
for development. Use of one may increase the demand 
for the other. Due to the growing population, the world 
would face severe water crisis. Therefore, it is critical 
to manage finite resources. Due to the interdependence 
of water and energy, tough decisions would have to be 
made. Deeper involvement of the scientific community 
is needed. IISc, which has been a destination for post-
graduate research, should establish new frontiers of 
research in advanced engineering studies, environmental 
studies and alternative technologies, especially in 
biology. 

The Transition
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